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PREAMBLE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
During my recent research about the origin and the early diffusion of tarot, I had opportunities to
comment on some findings from Florence, Ferrara, Venice, Bologna, and so on; not yet from Milan.
Certainly, the Milanese contribution to the diffusion of tarot cannot be considered late; on the
contrary, it represents in any case a milestone in the subject. However, I was reluctant to
investigate the connected questions for two main reasons 1) many articles and full books already
existed about Visconti-Sforza tarot packs and their possible provenance and authorship; 2) I feared
that several towns in the neighborough of Milan should also be taken into account, such as Pavia,
Cremona, Mantova, and so on.
Now, it is time for my first contribution to that debated matter, dealing with cards which may
bring us near to the very origin of tarot. Before beginning my report, I would like again to
acknowledge the advices and encouragements by those who let this whole series be published,
Messrs Chicco, Collett, Denning, and especially Miss Sylvia Mann (who also provided the title to
these New Discoveries.)
INTRODUCTION
As known, the first diffusion of tarot occurred very rapidly: early mentions occur from Ferrara,
Bologna, Milano and several other towns of the Po plain. It is now very difficult to discover among
those possible candidate which the actual town of origin was. Certainly, in no case have mentions
and particularly cards themselves been kept in so rich a selection as it occurs for Milan. That
circumstance is mainly due to the interest in tarot by the Dukes of the Milanese court; it was not
only a single personage, but several members of the Visconti and Sforza families, who showed
peculiar interest in those cards. Everybody knows the three main Visconti-Sforza packs which have
handed down to us and other cards from further packs of same provenance. On one hand historians
of cards have contributed to the connected questions; on the other, historians of art have often found
the work by Bonifacio Bembo (and by other painters involved in such production) worth
investigating. As a matter of fact, however, the historians of art, who have recently studied the
question of authorship and date of Visconti packs, did not reach a plausible agreement. In front of
the old and also of the new discussions about the authorship and date of the three main ViscontiSforza packs, any layman is precisely in same situation as if he looked at a three card monte, fearing
to be the more cheated the more accurately he follows the subject.
There are, however, mentions of two packs which are certainly earlier than those which have
handed down to us: Marziano’s and Michelino’s packs, both prepared for Filippo Maria Visconti.
Let us consider the corresponding evidence which may be useful as a preliminary step for the
knowledge of Milanese packs of later times and of tarot in general.
Marziano’s pack is very curious, maybe the most expensive and the most unusual of them all.
More than a hundred quotations might be collected by authors commenting on Decembrio’s original
report. It suffices to remind that Decembrio − who replaced Marziano himself in the charge of
secretary to Filippo Maria − writes only a few years after the invention of the pack. It is generally
agreed on that the high sum paid for the pack has not to be considered as a true cost price for any
card pack but rather as the opportunity seized by the Duke to compensate for the duties of his
secretary and former educator. The description of the pack has not found an accepted explanation:
some have seen in it the Visconti di Modrone or Cary pack, others the original of Mantegna tarot, or

something similar to other preserved packs. Most authors have concluded, however, that the
mentioned pack is so different from known ones, that hardly any tarot pack could be meant.
Michelino’s pack is even less known. Durrieu was the first to call attention on it (already in a
conference held on March 1895 in Paris,) and to publish some excerpts from a letter of a Venetian
leader sending the pack to Queen Isabella of Lorraine. This too appears to be a non-standard pack,
since sixteen gods and four birds are mentioned as triumphs, whereas, most curiously, they are
divided into four sections. Among several authors quoting Durrieu’s study, Miss Moackley adds in
her description a passing remark that this pack may be the same as the previously mentioned one,
due to Marziano.
DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE
If one cares to read again the text investigated a century ago by Durrieu, it finally results that
indeed the two above mentioned packs manufactured for Filippo Maria Visconti were actually the
same pack and the Duke himself was reportedly its inventor. Let us consider the evidence for this
mostly unexpected result (even in the comprehensive dissertation by Sellin on Michelino the
Marziano pack is supposed to be offered to the Duke while still a child, much earlier than the
second pack.)
In codex Lat. 8745, in Bibliothèque Nationale of Paris, the first part, of interest here, contains a
letter by Marcello introducing the shipment of a tarot pack to Queen Isabella; an introduction or
Prohemium by Marziano to his treatise; a treatise by Marziano about the “deification” of the sixteen
heroes represented in the pack. We are now passing to examine the three mentioned parts,
obviously dwelling more extensively upon matters of peculiar interest to card history.
1. The letter by Jacopo Antonio Marcello. (fol. 1r-4r; 7 pp.)
The beginning of the letter reports some facts which had occurred during the previous year.
Marcello was then in the camp of Francesco Sforza in the neighbourhood of Milan as leader of the
Venetian troops which − together with those of Sforza − were fighting against the Milanese. It
occurred that Scipio Caraffa coming back from France brought some news about the Queen and the
King of Lorraine, who apparently were very familiar with Marcello himself. During Caraffa’s visit,
a pack of cards from the game which is called triumph (ex eo ludo quem triumphum a[p]pellant
cartae) was brought to Marcello and given him as a present. As soon as Caraffa sees the cards he
urges Marcello to send them at once to the Queen of Lorraine, in order to let her rest from the
continuous troubles and afflictions connected with the government. To that aim, according to
Caraffa, nothing could be more efficient.
The cards which had appeared so beautiful to Caraffa, however, don’t appear to Marcello worth
sending to a Queen since they did not appear well enough pictured and engraved (neque enim pro
regio fastigio ornatae et excultae esse videbantur). Something better ought to be found. Thus,
Marcello begins to look for some craftsman who is expert of these productions (solertissimus
harum rerum artifex.) [A confirmation for us that some painters were already specialised in the
making of triumphs and renowned as such.]
While thinking and caring about it, Marcello becomes acquainted that Filippo Maria Visconti,
Duke of Milan, had invented a certain new and fine kind of triumphs (novum quoddam et
exquisitum triumphorum genus), as usual for him since he was accustomed to such inventions in
several fields.
Marcello shortly describes the pack. There were sixteen celestial barons and princes (sexdecim
coeli principes ac barones), to them four kings were added heading the order of different birds (his
adiungebantur quatuor reges diversarum avium generi praesidentes.) The Duke gave this scheme
of the whole game to a scholar [certainly to be identified with Marziano da Tortona] very expert of
astronomy (syderum ac coeli peritissimo) in order to compile and describe the game. Not even yet

satisfied the Duke charged moreover famous painter Michelino da Besozzo to picture the whole
game in the most original and decorative way.

Figure 1 – Beginning of Marziano’s letter. (B.N.Paris − Lat. 8745)
Having known that, Marcello concludes that his previous research of an artist for picturing a
pack for the Queen has to be abandoned; this pack [by Filippo-Marziano-Michelino] is THE pack to
look for. Day and night he only thinks how, after the death of the Duke, he can obtain the cards.
There were obvious difficulties in order to find out a single book and those cards themselves among
the great disorder into which the rich furnishing and goods of the Duke possessions had fallen.
[Although not explicitly stated, we can suppose the book was by Marziano and the pack by
Michelino; leaving unanswered the question whether Marziano had earlier pictured a pack too, or
he had only pictured the book, or else he had only arranged and described the personages for the
cards, without picturing anything.] The more difficult was the task, as only from enemies could
information be gained. Marcello has thus occasion to convince himself that nothing is impossible to
somebody wishing to honour his lord and prince. In fact, with also a certain help by fortune, he
obtains both cards and book. The satisfaction is so big that no words can describe it; he leaves it
entirely to the Queen to imagine.
Marcello gives book and cards to Giovanni Cossa in order to bring them to the Queen and also
adds those superior cards (adiunxi et(?) eis cartas illas superiores,) although they are not of suitable
level for the Queen. In fact the nobility, brightness of dignity, force, pride of government of the
Queen are so high that they can make valuable any insignificant thing. After some further
commendations and memories, in the closure of the letter Marcello asks the Queen to remind him
to her husband the king of Lorraine, while resting and playing the game using this new Italian
invention (hoc novo Italico invento.)
The letter is dated from Monselice, Ides of November, 1449. As known, Monselice is a little
town near Padua, and Ides occur by the middle of the month, corresponding to the 13 th November if
the classical use was followed.
2. Proem of Martianus treatise. (fol. 4v-6v; 5 pp.)
[The treatise by Martianus is divided into two parts: i) an introduction which shortly justifies the
subject and gives some indication about the composition of the pack, ii) a description of the selected
gods. Practically in every case some typical biographical facts are summarised and an indication is

given of their usual way to be portrayed. Thus, even if we don’t have the original pack, we at least
get from these descriptions an idea of its appearance.]
The treatise is titled Tractatus de Deificatione Sexdecim Heroum by Martianus from
Sant’Aloisio. [The provenance of Marziano is usually mentioned as Tortona, a big town of about 40
thousand inhabitants at the time. However, it is known that he really was from Sant’Alosio, a little
village near Tortona, reported as provided with two high and slender towers and a medieval
architectonic structure. Most of our information about Marziano’s biography derives from a
conference by Aristide Arzano, published in 1904, also containing the transcription of a speech in
his praise, delivered soon after Marziano’s death by renowned Professor Barziza.] The sixteen gods
are not intended as born as such; instead they are generally considered to have been popular heroes,
deifyed after their death.

Figure 2 – Beginning of Marziano’s Tractatus. (B.N.Paris − Lat. 8745)
The work is devoted to Filippo Maria, Duke of Milan [thus after the stay in Pavia during the
leadership of his brother Giovanni Maria. Although it is yet impossible to give an exact date to the
treatise, it should come from the 1414-1418 years, in any case earlier than any other information we
have yet on the subject.]
The game has been compiled in a fourfold order; there are inserted such great personages in
order to induce strength and courage besides diversion and to stimulate the Duke, while he plays,
better to follow the virtues.
There are four orders of gods:
first
second
third
fourth

virtues
riches
virginities
pleasures

Jupiter
Juno
Pallas
Venus

Apollo
Neptun
Diana
Bacchus

Mercury
Mars
Vesta
Caerer

Hercules
Eolus
Daphnae
Cupido

[A comment may at once be deserved to the four “suits”. At first sight, they seem to be quite
original; however, if the usual interpretations of the four suits in a standard pack are considered, the
originality of these orders is strongly reduced: it is not difficult to suspect Denari under riches,
Spade under virtues, Coppe under pleasures, even if the association of Bastoni with virginity or
even with temperance, the alternative name of the order, is to me something still unheard-of.]

Below these cards there are four birds so chosen as to be in analogy with the suits’ meaning:
virtues
riches
temperance
pleasures

eagle
phoenix
turtle
dove

each of them subject to its own king (una quaeque proprio parens regi.) [Certainly, to hear of a
king in a pack of cards may not be considered out of place! Nevertheless, a common pack is not
easy to recognise when only kings are mentioned as courts and only four birds are mentioned as the
rest of the pack! However, the following statement provides a confirmation − not fully explicit
indeed − to the presence of a full pack of pips.]
The order of the birds is such that no kind has any power over a different one (Harum vero
Avium ordo est quia nulla earum species in alteram vis habet.) The power (i.e., usual taking power
in playing) is direct for eagles and turtles, reverted for phoenices and doves (Aquilarum et
turturarum multae paucis praesunt, ...foenicum una et columbarum pluribus pauciores imperant.)
There is also an explanation of literary style: in case the objects are to follow the highest the best,
in case they are to escape, the lowest the best. [This is the first time we hear something alike, from a
chronological point of view, but such statements are well known to historians of cards from
different old sources in Europe and India. Also the suits correspond, if interpreted as above.]
However, each of the gods will be higher than all orders of the birds and than kings of the orders
(Deorum vero quisque omnibus ordinibus avium et ordinum regibus praeerit.)
The gods among themselves have to respect this law: who first is noted lower down will be
higher than all the following ones. (Sed inter se dii hac lege tenebuntur, quod(?) qui prior inferius
annotabitur sequentibus omnibus praesit.) [Here I am not certain of the meaning; probably, the first
god to be played has to be considered as the highest card.] Then it is noted that there are several
gods of same name, as three Jupiter − two being Arcadians, the third from Crete − four Apollo,
three Diana and equally for the following ones (et quia constat multos eiusdem nominis fuisse deos
quemadmodum Joves tres, duos Archades, tertium cretensem, Apollines quatuor, Dianas tres et
reliquorum itidem.) Nevertheless, only one has to be considered in the deification, otherwise the
game assumed for pleasure will bore the players for a too big complexity. And Marziano passes to
the following main part of the treatise, containing the single descriptions for each of the sixteen
personages.
3. Martianus treatise. (fol. 7r-31v; 50 pp.)
It may be of some interest to consider the order of the personages, since Martianus explicitly
states the ordinal number of most of the gods in his selection:
1. Jupiter
5. Apollo
9. Mercurius
13. Hercules

2. Iuno
6. Neptunus
10. Mars
14. Eolus

3. Pallas
7. Diana
11. Vesta
15. Daphnes

4. Venus
8. Bacchus
12. Ceres
16. Cupido

On the whole, we have the same table as above with in this case the “suits” being listed
following the columns instead of the rows. They happen to follow an order which continuously
scans different “suits”. Perhaps, there does exist in the sequence and in the connected description
something original, more than Filippo Maria could suggest. The sixteen gods are described in 50
pages, and few deviations from a mean value of 3 pages for each god can be noted (Neptunus and
Cupido have 4, Mars and Hercules ca. 3.5, whereas Vesta, Ceres, and Eolus have ca. 2.5.)

The selected gods are treated as common in medieval times and at first sight no particularly
interesting feature can be derived from the work. Maybe the most useful indications derive from the
very description of the traditional way in which these gods were portrayed, generally to be found
near the end of each chapter. Maybe I will have an opportunity to comment in more detail on that
iconography elsewhere; however, in no case does the reported image greatly differ from what is
known from traditional sources.
Certainly, it would be better if we could compare these descriptions with the actual pack of
triumphs! Even in the absence of this pack, we can check the descriptions with other images of the
time and/or try to deduce how much the iconography appears to be similar either to the Milanese or
to the Ferrarese tarot tradition. Until some detailed study of the descriptions will be carried out, this
part, by far the largest one in the text, remains for us the least interesting.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Probably the above reported evidence will also be of some interest for the many historians of art
who are investigating the subject of Visconti tarots. Here, we are interested in tarot history; the
significance of that evidence cannot be overemphasised: nothing earlier is known to us. Earlier than
any other evidence, Filippo Maria Visconti was reported to greatly appreciate triumphs; now we
know the pack − and no longer the two packs − which he liked the most. It was a pack outlined by
the Duke himself, compiled by Marziano, pictured at its best by Michelino.

Figure 3 – From Marziano’s letter. (B.N.Paris − Lat. 8745)
The pack contained sixteen cards of deified heroes ordered in a sequence and divided into four
groups strongly reminding the four traditional card suits. These triumphs represent one of the
greatest problems in evaluating the significance of the pack. In certain cases, analogies can be found
with usual triumphs, apart from the necessary absence here of a correspondence with the “bad”
triumphs, such as Tower, Devil, Death, etc., in principle more difficult to deify! Surprising is the
absence of Saturn, the only lacking planet here, and an image which could easily find a
correspondence among usual triumphs.
These cards certainly derive from an experimentation; it is not very plain whether it was carried
out starting from a common card pack, thus representing a first approach toward the tarot origin, or
else starting from an already existing tarot pack. Moreover, the problem of the triumphs is not the
only one in this atypical pack: the other cards are also worth discussing, so that a comment about
the question of the derivation of the pack will be postponed after examining the other cards too.
The courts mentioned are limited to the four kings. Nowhere are queens, knights, or knaves
mentioned in the text. Is this a certain proof of their absence? Or, on the contrary, they were

implicitly considered to be present? Very similar questions must be asked − although the answers
need not be the same − concerning pips. The text only mentions a single card for each suit.
However, in the reduced pack of the 24 cards explicitly mentioned we don’t find enough cards
satisfactorily to apply the statement that in two suits the taking power is direct while it is reversed in
the remaining two. Thus a sequence of cards characterised by different numbers of pictured birds
must be supposed. Prestigious German packs, painted some years later, have survived and can
provide us with a vague idea of those animal cards.
In any case, we are not yet able to suggest a fully reliable number for the cards of this pack. It
certainly appears to be a multiple of four greater than the 24 cards explicitly mentioned. Let us
examine two apparently extreme cases, after concluding that pips ought to be present. Supposing 10
cards below the triumphs (1 to 9 and a single king or several less plausible additions of pips and
courts), it makes 56 cards in the pack. If one supposes, on the contrary, that only the triumphs were
atypical, it makes 10 pips + 4 courts + 4 triumphs in four suits, i.e. 72 cards. Then we have to fit the
suggested composition with Marcello’s statement, in his letter to the Queen, that he let some higher
cards be added to the pack (apparently so that it became suitable for games played with common
tarot.) Considering the standard 22 triumphs, no less than 4 pips, 12 courts and 6 triumphs were
needed in the former assumption; only 6 triumphs in the latter one. The impression is that to keep a
high qualitative level of the set the additional cards could not be many, and the 72-cards pack
appears the most plausible.
Thus, if the Duke and Marziano were experimenting while starting from common cards,
triumphs appear to have born as an extension of the suits, and in particular as an enlargement of the
courts! Against this hypothesis, it may be argued that Marcello would have added to the Queen that
it actually represented the first triumph pack devised. But also if the experiment only was − as it
appears more likely − an allegorical modification of an already existing “standard” tarot the date is
so old that plausibly a one by one substitution of “common” triumphs has to be expected. In other
words, we have finally got so near to the origin of tarot that even if this is not the first kind of tarot
to have been invented, it must nevertheless carry information about the initial stage of tarot, which
it necessarily reflects.
In particular, directly supported appears to be the “theory” put forth by several tarot experts (for
ex. Messrs Decker and Berry) suggesting that the triumphs were initially less than twenty-two. In
general, Milan acquires further points in favour of its candidate part as for the place of origin of
tarot. The pack here described may well be the very first “tarot” pack invented and not only the
earliest tarot pack known today. However, the step backward in time is so significant as to provide
some indirect support to the independent tradition centred on Bologna and Prince Antelminelli
Castracani Fibbia (it suffices to recall that he was generally discarded as a candidate for being too
early.) Therefore, even finally getting near the first introduction of tarot, matters still appear
entangled enough.
After my study was concluded, Mr. Decker called my attention to Shephard’s The Tarot Trumps,
and particularly to the scheme reported on p. 37, connecting the cards with Petrarch’s triumphs. In
the scheme five cards instead of four are present in each group. Moreover, the four common card
suits were both pre-existent and independent with respect to the six Petrarch’s triumphs. However,
possible analogies may be found among love-pleasures-cups, chastity-virginities-batons, deathvirtues-swords, fame-riches-coins. They cannot yet provide a complete answer to the problems of
tarot origin but they may represent a useful starting point for further reconstructions that can profit
from Marziano’s scheme.
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